Expertise to Develop
Your Solar and Energy Storage Facility
Origis’ Current Global Solar
and Energy Storage Capacity

Solar 2,259MWAC

Storage 446MWh

Solar and Energy Storage
Development • Financing • Construction • Operation
We’re creating clean energy solutions. Overcome obstacles to project deployment and
put clean energy within reach of every community with the financial discipline and the
experienced intellectual capabilities of our team. And build a sustainable future.

Clean Energy Within Reach

Consistently Deliver Clean Energy
Solutions that are the Most Financially
Attractive for All Stakeholders
With over 150 solar and energy storage projects totaling nearly 3 GW worldwide,
Origis Energy has been working to uphold the interests of all stakeholders since 2008.
• Financial wealth of team experience and discipline
• High-performing projects, even in challenging market conditions
• All stakeholders prosper

Innovative Solutions for
High-Performing Solar and
Energy Storage Assets

Complete projects
on time and on
budget and exceed
performance
targets with a team
that has delivered
successful results
for utility, industry,
and government
investments, having
invested over $2B
worldwide to date.
Origis Energy has
supported clean
energy, public
engagement
and project
communication
goals for these
utilities and
corporations.

From groundbreaking to completion and operations, every stage of your solar
and energy storage project will be delivered to the highest industry standards.

Over 2 GW of Solar and Energy
Storage Capacity in the US
Experience across a wide range of geographies and disciplines
enables Origis Energy to go the distance for your solar and
energy storage projects. From early-stage development to
operations and maintenance, whether your project is sited on
a remote, desert landscape, wooded and hilly terrain or within
a densely populated urban environment, our senior leadership
team brings comprehensive financial, business and industry
capabilities to fulfill your energy goals.

The Wood Mackenzie Q1 2020
US Utility PV Market
Quarterly update ranked Origis Energy
in the top 6 for project development
and the top 9 for project ownership.

An Integrated Approach for a Rapidly
Changing Energy Landscape
Development
Site securing

Engineering

Permitting

Due diligence

PPA

Project management

Currently developing over 16 GW
pipeline in the US

Interconnection

Financing
Financial structuring

Due diligence

Financial modeling

Return analysis

Closed financing with over 20 international
financial institutions

Engineering
DC engineering

Cost analysis

AC engineering

Return analysis

Interconnection

Project management

Engineered and interconnected over 150 sites;
experience with low, medium and high voltage
and behind the meter

Procurement
Procurement of equipment

Cost analysis

Selecting subcontractors

Logistics

Insurances

Project management

Deep relationships with most top tier
solar equipment vendors

Guarantee management

Construction
Coordination and
supervision of the
construction process
Interconnection

Risk management
Quality control
Project managment

Developed the largest operational solar facility
east of the Mississippi River

Communications
Stakeholder
communications

Event support

Project information

Subcontractor
communications

Construction milestone
communication

Press and media support

Operations
& Maintenance

Asset
Management

Full scope operations
& maintenance

Budgeting

24/7 real-time
cloud-based monitoring

Accounting and invoicing

Network Operations
Center (NOC)
Onsite staff
plant management
Ancillary services

Supported multistate initiatives for leading IOUs,
munis, co-ops, and corporations

Reporting
Cash flow management
Contract management

An integrated suite of O&M and asset
management capabilities

Origis Energy is bringing clean and cost effective solar and energy storage solutions within reach for utility,
commercial and industrial as well as public sector clients. The Origis team has worked to ensure the interests
of all stakeholders are upheld in over 150 projects worldwide totaling over 3 gigawatts to date of developed
solar and energy storage capacity. Headquartered in Miami, Florida, Origis Energy delivers excellence in solar
and energy storage development, financing, engineering, procurement and construction (EPC) and operations,
maintenance and asset management for investors and clean energy consumers in the US.
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Origis Energy
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San Diego

Austin
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USA
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USA
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USA
Tel: +1 786 693 2624
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